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Forest fires demand personnel and financial resources. GIS can monitor
ecological conditions that promote forest fire ignition. Visual representations of fire
potential in the state could aid in staging firefighting personnel and equipment. This
paper details the creation of a descriptive fire potential model for the Southeastern
Fire District of Mississippi. The model includes the variables of fuels, ignition based
on road density, and climate. No descriptive model of fire potential exists for
Mississippi that includes a climate variable. The main objective of this research was
to examine the influence of the dynamic climate variable on the model. Estimates of
two water budgets were created to identify areas where evaporation exceeded
precipitation and raised the potential for fires to occur. The study supported previous

findings of road density as a significant variable for fire potential and validated the
use of a climate variable in the model describing fire potential.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Forest fires are a threat to human lives, private property, government land, and timber
resources.

Government agencies manage the suppression of forest fires. Fires demand

emergency personnel and multi-agency coordination of government resources and finances.
The United States government spends on average more than $800 million each year to
combat wildfires (NIFC, 2006). The emerging application of geospatial technologies such as
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and remote sensing offer agencies the ability to
inventory forest stands and monitor the ecological conditions that promote the ignition of
forest fires. GIS models can identify areas with high fire potential to improve the decisionmaking processes of emergency personnel deployment and resource allocation for an agency.
Fire potential is defined for the purpose of this research as conditions that are favorable for
the possibility of a wildfire occurring. The Mississippi State Forestry Commission has
incorporated basic GIS for mapping fire locations but no descriptive model of fire potential
exists for the state. With the enormous timber damage in Mississippi caused by Hurricane
Katrina, the potential for a severe wildfire to occur has increased. A fire district manager’s
ability to quickly assess the wildfire threat at multiple spatial scales with an efficient model
has become tremendously important. Ultimately, an accurate map of the areas in Mississippi
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with the greatest potential for fire would enable the judicious staging of fire personnel and
equipment.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter examines background information collected from previous studies in the
areas of GIS, remote sensing, climatology, forestry, and wildfire ecology. The focus of the
literature review is to understand how spatial data can be implemented variables in a GIS
model of wildfire. Past studies that have included the variables of climate, ignition, and fuel
in fire models are reviewed.
Descriptive Fire Danger Models
Fire danger rating systems have been in use by the United States Forest Service since at
least 1954 (Burgan, 1998). The first national system, the National Fire Danger Rating
System (NFDRS) was put into place in 1972 (Burgan, 1998). The NFDRS has been revised
several times, most recently in 1988. The NFDRS currently assesses spot measurements of
fire potential at specific locations and interpolates them for mapping at a national level
through the Wildland Fire Assessment System (WFAS) (Burgan, 1998). This information is
made available online to other agencies and fire district managers in every state. Most
presuppression decisions made by fire managers have a large spatial context and are at a time
scale of one to three days (Burgan, 1998). Once a manager has decided to suppress a fire,
decisions are made at the temporal scale of 24 hours or less (Burgan, 1998).

3
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Most wildfire occurrence descriptive models include a landscape component with
variables such as slope, aspect, and elevation (Countryman, 1972). Other variables often
included in the landscape component are climactic data, vegetation type, vegetation moisture,
or a quantification of the urban/wildland interface as an ignition source component. Many
descriptive fire models have been developed for the western portion of the U.S. The dry
conditions, large areas of forest, and range of elevation combine to create major forest fires
practically every summer in the western United States. An exception to the western oriented
fire models is a model developed for the state of Florida (Goodrick et al., 1999).
Florida’s seasonal climactic conditions and quick ignition grassland landscape combine
to form a usually severe seasonal wildfire risk. The state has created a descriptive model to
describe the areas of fire potential and threat to human development (Goodrick et al., 1999)
(Brenner, 2002).

The state created three main indices to measure fire potential.

The

Wildland Fire Susceptibility Index (WFSI) includes variables represented as GIS layers for
historic fire locations, a fuel model, canopy closure, aspect, slope, elevation, weather, and
fire size. The Fire Effects Index (FEI) contains variables represented as GIS layers that
illustrate fire fighting facilities, tree plantations, a quantification of the urban interface, and
utility corridors. The Fire Response Accessibility Index (FRAI) contains information about
roads, resource locations, and water bodies. Each index is combined in a weighted model to
create a final Fire Risk Assessment System (Brenner, 2002). Less work has been done
throughout the rest of the southeastern United States to predict the potential of forest fires.
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Fires In Mississippi
In the past six years, over 20,000 fires have occurred in the state of Mississippi
(Mississippi Forestry Commission, 2004) (Figure 1). Large areas throughout Mississippi are
used to practice sustainable forestry. Forests in Mississippi are predominantly needle-leaf
evergreen divided into even-age stands. Different ages of needle-leaf evergreen stands have
different levels of forest fire potential. A descriptive fire potential GIS model that includes a
variable that estimated forest stand ages derived from remote sensing would be useful for the
state of Mississippi and the southeastern U.S. to assess near real-time fire potential.
Identifying forested areas in Mississippi with high potential for wildfires occurrence could
lead to a more efficient allocation of personnel to areas of high fire potential to control a fire
before it threatens lives and property.
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Figure 1
Cumulative Fires by Year from 1989 to 2004 for Mississippi
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The state of Mississippi is particularly vulnerable to forest fires because the state contains
a large amount of even-age needle-leaf evergreen forest stands that represent a high potential
for wildfire. The Southeastern Fire District of the state is located almost entirely within the
Gulf Coastal Plain. Pinus taeda L. (Loblolly pine) are currently the dominant type needleleaf evergreen forest cover in the region (Schultz, 1997). Longleaf needle-leaf evergreen is
well suited to fire ecosystems but Loblolly pine is not (Schultz, 1997). Longleaf pine has
adapted to survive recurrent understory fires (Wear, 2002). The extensive root system and
quick growth spurt quickly places the terminal buds of a seedling above the height of most
forest fire flames (Wear, 2002). The buds are protected by needles and the stem bark of
Longleaf pines thicken quickly (Wear, 2002). Loblolly pine stands were historically was
confined to wetter areas because of the species’ susceptibility to forest fires. With an
increase in fire suppression and the growth of the timber industry, Loblolly pine has
encroached upon former Longleaf pine stand sites and abandoned agricultural fields (Wear,
2002). Loblolly pine forests account for more than half of the needle-leaf evergreen stand
volume in the Southeastern U.S. (Baker, 1990).
The 32 counties along the central Mississippi and Alabama border (the northern portion
of the Southeastern Fire District) has the second largest concentration of Loblolly pine stands
in the U.S. (over 2.8 million m3 of growing stock) (Schultz, 1997). Most of these stands are
managed and harvested for timber resources. Southern Mississippi contains thousands acres
of even-age needle-leaf evergreen stands in sandy soil creating a severe fire potential in times
of drought that can occur in the summer and fall in southern Mississippi.

8
Periods of high fire potential exist for two major time periods in Mississippi (Figure 2).
The first fire season from January to March has fires that are predominantly associated with
human activities rather than low water availability due to climate. January through March is
when the state allows prescribed burning, reduction burns of deadfalls, agricultural field
burns, and fires in burn barrels. Late winter and early spring are the months that Mississippi
generally receives the largest amount of precipitation. Fires do not spread very well in wet
conditions. State agencies and timber companies practice controlled burns during these
months because they are easier to contain than in the second fire season. Approximately one
million ha are burned annually in prescribed burns in the Southeastern Coastal Plain (Schultz,
1997). As a result, the greatest percentage of fires in Mississippi occurs during this fire
season but almost all fires are controlled and pose little potential to become severe wildfires.
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The second fire season for Mississippi is from July to November (Figure 2). Fires in this
season are still primarily human induced but the threat of a major wildfire increases in the
summer/fall season. These months are the driest on average for the state. September and
October are historically the months with the most fires within the summer/fall fire season. In
the coastal areas of the Gulf Coast, precipitation usually exceeds evaporation, except during
long dry periods (Schultz, 1997). Evaporation can exceed precipitation for the months in late
summer and early fall (Schultz, 1997). Drier conditions in the summer can result in a water
budget deficit which results in drier vegetation that increases the wildfire potential of a
forest. In the fall of 2005, the state placed a ban on all private reduction burns and burn
barrels in the southeastern Mississippi out of concern that a major forest wildfire could result
during an extended drought.
The Southeastern Fire District of Mississippi routinely leads the state in forest fires
(Mississippi Forestry Commission, 2004).
whether

accidentally

or

intentionally

Many of these fires are caused by humans
(Mississippi

Forestry

Commission,

2004).

Approximately 70% of the fire susceptible Loblolly pine stands in the Southeastern U.S. are
within 0.3 kilometers of a road (Schultz, 1997). Now, there is a new challenge to fire
management.

The enormous and currently unknown amount of timber damaged and

destroyed along the Gulf Coast in the wake of Hurricane Katrina can be thought of as tinder
for an accidental (cigarettes, railroad sparks, etc.) or arson. A fire that ignites during dry
conditions in these damaged timber stands could grow to a major wildfire at a scale not
previously seen in Southeastern Mississippi.
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Influences on Fire
GIS has been used for describing wildfire potential at spatial and temporal scales. The
need for a method to identify wildland fire-danger was recognized by the US Forest Service
in 1940 (Burgan, 1998). The conditions, influences, and modifying forces that control fire
behavior can be estimated (Countryman, 1972). GIS can be used to combine layers of fire
potential data that represent variables. The four main influences that affect the distribution of
fires are topography, fuels, ignition sources from human impacts, and climate. Each of these
influences can be measured, ordinated, and treated as independent variables in a GIS model.
Topography
Topography can be represented as slope, aspect, or elevation variables (Countryman,
1972). Topography affects the potential for fires in the Western U.S. where elevation and
aspect are major determinants of vegetation and climate. Slope in the Western U.S. can aid
the spread of wildfires. In the Coastal Plain of the Southeast, topography is not as important
a factor in wildfire spread or intensity and can actually act as a barrier to aid suppression
(Wade, 1988). Zhai, Munn, and Evans (2003) found slope not to be an important predictor of
wildfire in Mississippi. Fires in the Southeastern U.S. are more likely to occur in upland sites
rather than bottomland areas but vegetation cover type can be used as a surrogate for
topography to discern these areas. The spectral differences in Landsat TM images between
needle-leaf evergreen and broadleaf deciduous forests in Mississippi have been used
delineate ridge top and bottomland areas (Collins et al., 2005). The distribution of forest
types can be used as a surrogate for topography in Mississippi. Models developed for areas
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of relatively low ranges of elevation have had success excluding topography as a variable and
including the vegetative fuel load as a variable (Chuvieco, 2004).
Fuels
Vegetation influences ignition and the spread of fires (Countryman, 1972). Fuel load may
be viewed as a static variable at shorter time scales. A fire that occurs in a dry fuel load can
spread rapidly. Fire potential is subject to changes in vegetation moisture content with
drought or precipitation events (Countryman, 1972). The moisture content of vegetation is
controlled by precipitation, evapotranspiration, relative humidity, and temperature
(Countryman, 1972). At a certain threshold known as the permanent wilting point, the
moisture content of trees in a forest stand can dry out which increases the fire potential for
that stand. Just as certain types of plants are resistant to drought, certain plants are resistant
to wildfire and may even depend on fire for survival (Lodgepole pine and Longleaf pine are a
prime examples) (Romme et al., 1989).
In Mississippi, the Longleaf pine is the most fire resistant needle-leaf evergreen species
(Wear, 2002). Loblolly pine is less resistant to wildfires (Schultz, 1997). Forest fires occur
more frequently in needle-leaf evergreen and mixed needle-leaf evergreen forests rather than
broadleaf deciduous forests (Zhai et al., 2003). Loblolly stands are particularly susceptible to
wildfires while they are less than 4.6 meters tall (Schultz, 1997). However, in times of
severe drought, a wildfire can occur in broadleaf deciduous stands or needle-leaf evergreen
(Pye et al., 2003). Economically, a fire started in a severely dry timber stand could result in a
major financial loss for a company. Wildfires not only destroy timber value but can spread
as crown fires in mature needle-leaf evergreen stands that can prevent any chance of stand
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regeneration (Schultz, 1997). Different types of forest stands can be identified through
remote sensing and the decision processes of a GIS.
Remote sensing systems and the decision analysis capabilities of a GIS can be used to
create an estimate of vegetation as a fuel variable in a fire potential assessment model.
Remote sensing systems can aid analyst’s attempts to classify vegetation, estimate soil
moisture content, or interpolate elevation. These classification products have utility as fire
model variables. The resolution of the imagery and the desired scale of the final model are
also important considerations in creating variables for a fire potential model. Resolution is
the area covered by a single pixel of the system. The resolution dictates the ground area that
can be assessed for wildfire potential. Low resolution sensors such as the NOAA Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) or the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer (MODIS) are accurate at predicting fire potential at resolutions of one
kilometer to 250 meters for classifications of regional and global fire potential (Chuvieco et.
al, 2005).
Landsat TM imagery has been used to create high-resolution fire probability maps of 30
meter resolution based on vegetation classifications at the county or fire district scale.
Classifications of needle-leaf evergreen and broadleaf deciduous forest types at 30 meter
Landsat TM resolution have been found to have an overall classification accuracy of greater
than 85% (Kutsias, 2003). Information derived from remote sensing data is often used within
the context of GIS modeling efforts as a fuels variable. Landsat ETM images were used in
this research to determine forest cover type and estimates of forest stand age. Landsat ETM
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was chosen because the resolution was well-suited to discern stand level characteristics of
vegetation in the Southeastern Fire District.
Ignition
Vegetation characteristics, vegetation contiguity, fire ignition sources, fire suppression,
and fuel loads are all directly impacted by human activity (Pye et al., 2003). Forest harvests,
construction, management practices, and accidental or intentional fires all affect fire behavior
and the probability of fire occurrence (Zhai et al., 2003). The ignition variable can be viewed
in the Southeastern U.S. as the anthropogenic influence on the spatial distribution of wildfire
or wildfire locations (Zhai et al., 2003). Of Florida’s 21 previous fire seasons from 1981 to
2003, arson was the cause of the largest percentage of wildfires (Pye et al., 2003). The forest
stands located at the periphery of urban areas have a higher potential for wildfires (Zhai et
al., 2003). The urban/wildland interface can be described as the area where houses and fairly
dense vegetation are both present (Haight, 2004). An accidental or intentional fire could
become a major problem for firefighters and citizens during times of drought. Identifying
severe fire potential in the urban/wildland interface can aid suppression efforts and save
property.
Federal fire policy targets the urban/wildland interface as where the majority of fire
prevention measures and preparedness projects will take place (USDA, 2002). Identifying
these areas is important for prioritizing fire prevention and preparedness projects (Haight,
2004). The study determined one-quarter of the urban/wildland interface was classified as
high fire risk while 88% of the high risk areas had a housing density of one house per 2 ha.
Housing density was derived from 1994 Landsat TM data. Data such as housing density, the
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distance to nearest road, and road density were used to quantify the urban/wildland interface
(Haight, 2004).
A recent study utilized U.S. Census demographic statistics and incorporated these values
into attribute tables for 7354 Forest Inventory Analysis (FIA) plots (Zhai et al., 2003). This
study utilized one of the few models to predict fire probability for the entire Southeastern
U.S. The authors included the variable of distance from any given point to the nearest allweather road which affects the access of arsonists. Other ignition variables in the model
included the distance from the FIA plots to the nearest urban area (population > 30,000), and
distance to the nearest developed area of 4.0 ha or more (Zhai et al., 2003). A two-year
window of fire occurrence was used for model validation to match 1995 U.S. Census data.
The authors combined the ignition variable and the fuel variable in the model. The
probability of fires increases with proximity to the urban and >4.0 ha developed areas (Zhai
et al., 2003). The authors found more specific census variables such as median household
income and education level to be non-significant. A chi-square test of estimated coefficients
for the model of the study was found to be significant at the 1% level (Zhai et al., 2003)
McMahan and Weber (2002) included an ignition component with the assumption
ignition sites are usually close to municipalities, homes, and campsites. Each of these areas
includes proximity to a road as a common attribute. The authors used roads as a surrogate
indicator for fire potential. A buffer was created at distances of 30, 60, and 90 meters from
the road. The 30 meters buffer was considered the area at highest potential for fire while 90
meters was considered low potential for fire. Areas greater than 90 meters from a road were
ranked as having a zero fire potential rank. The authors found that combining the high and
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intermediate fire potential classes resulted in a model accuracy of 73% in describing high fire
potential areas based on where fires actually occurred (McMahan and Weber, 2002).
A previous study in Florida found road density to be a significant variable in a fire
potential for the entire state (Pye et al., 2003). The authors found that human caused
ignitions such as accidents and arsons are the main causes of wildfires in Florida. The study
showed road density provides an estimate of the amount of access people have to areas with
high fire potential. The authors used road density as a surrogate variable for quantifying the
urban/wildland interface.

The authors also found that population density was not a

significant variable in determining the burn probability of areas in north Florida.
A recent study described landscape metrics used for estimating urban sprawl (Sudhira et
al., 2004). The study described the far edges of urban sprawl as the urban/wildland interface
where forest fires tend to occur, especially along highways leading out of cities. The author
used a kernel map density function in a GIS that was computed by dividing the number of
pixels of developed land by the total number of pixels in a specified kernel to determine
development density of cities. A kernel density function in a GIS calculates the density of
features in a moving neighborhood window for an entire area. Kernel density functions
produce a continuous surface grid of estimated density. Simple density functions calculate a
search neighborhood from a user-specified search radius. The length of a road that falls
within the search neighborhood is calculated and summed with other road lengths within the
neighborhood and divided by the total area of the search neighborhood.

Search

neighborhoods are overlain and summed to depict the density in areas only where roads
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occur, not an entire image. Kernel density is ideal for estimating road density in a given area
with the different road densities of cities and rural areas (Sudhira et al., 2004).
Areas of the highest road density are within cities and towns that are not at risk for a
forest wildfire. Density functions in a GIS can help or aid in identification of the edges of
development to quantify the areas of the urban/wildland interface (Sudhira, 2004). There is a
significant relationship between road density and fire locations (Pye et al., 2003). GIS
density functions can quantify road density and identify the urban/wildland interface. Areas
in the urban/wildand interface that experience a large number of consecutive days without
precipitation can be characterized as having a very high potential for ignition. Ignition is an
important variable for describing fire potential; however without the consideration of climate,
a fire potential model may not be entirely accurate.
Climate
Climate is a critical influence on wildfires, particularly in the late summer/fall fire season
of Mississippi. Climate affects fire potential through precipitation, evaporation, wind, and
lightning (Pye et al., 2003). Precipitation affects the moisture content as well as the spread of
an existing fire. Climate is the most dynamic fire influence. Climactic effects on fire
potential are dependent on spatial locations as well as temporal periods. If no precipitation
has occurred and a drought exists, moisture of dead vegetation is controlled by relative
humidity and temperature (Countryman, 1972).

Temporal periods of drought can be

examined using precipitation data collected at weather stations and from radar data.
Spatial depictions of precipitation have traditionally been derived by interpolating
precipitation values between weather stations.

Weather stations are spaced irregularly
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throughout the state of Mississippi. The spatial interpolation of values in a GIS may result in
a density bias due to patterns of spatial density of the weather stations. For example, a
number of stations collect climate data along the Mississippi coast but few stations exist in
western Mississippi. Different ranges in interpolation distances can introduce uncertainty
and potential bias into the model.
In addition to the potential for spatial data bias, many of these stations do not collect data
on a consistent temporal basis. Missing values of a week or more may exist for a given
station. Other variables such as temperature, relative humidity, and evaporation may be
collected even less frequently. Forest fire potential models that include a climate variable
depend on timely and accurate weather information. Consecutive days of missing data
necessitate estimating precipitation for a given day based on historical averages or current
daily values. One way to improve the necessary climactic variable for a fire potential model
is the use of weather radar data in estimating areas of daily precipitation. Areas that receive
little precipitation over an extended period are examined for drought conditions.
Applications of climate data to fire potential models that included drought as a model
component are well documented. Periods of drought can also be estimated in a GIS
(Srinivasan, 2001). Specific studies have estimated precipitation over a regional watershed
(Wei, 2005) or modeled significant precipitation at a temporal scale (Knebl, 2005). Realtime and post-event analysis are both equally possible in a GIS so descriptive models can be
created for weather events. The National Weather Service’s (NWS) Next Generation Radar
(NEXRAD) can provide estimated precipitation levels across the entire state of Mississippi
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and can be integrated into a GIS at a daily temporal scale. These data are particularly well
suited to GIS models that require high temporal and spatial resolution.
NEXRAD Precipitation Estimates
Stage III NEXRAD rainfall data are available in GIS file formats online as both daily and
hourly totals from the National Weather Service (NWS). The data are points in a uniform
four kilometer by four kilometer pattern with each point containing a measured rainfall value
for that time period. Rainfall totals are corrected by comparing readings with actual ground
rain gauge measurements to produce a Multi-Sensor Precipitation Estimate (MPE). The radar
precipitation estimates for areas surrounding weather gauges are compared to actual gauge
precipitation readings. The mean error from multiple weather stations is used to correct the
inherent bias of the radar precipitation estimates (Rasmussen, 1989). The data from radar
can be interpolated to create a grid that estimates precipitation values over large areas. The
resulting surface grids may be more accurate than surface grids derived from weather station
interpolations of precipitation values. MPE data are distributed free of charge and available
in both hourly and daily estimates.
The MPE data characterize localized thunderstorms that are so prevalent in Mississippi
during the July – November fire season. Simple weather station interpolations can skew the
values of local thunderstorms or miss the precipitation events altogether. The summer/fall
fire season in Mississippi contains trends in climate that become evident when comparing
monthly estimates of precipitation. Localized summer thunderstorms in mid- to late summer
occur throughout Mississippi. It is possible to interpolate radar precipitation data and still
include these local events and simultaneously produce a continuous raster grid at resolutions
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compatible with vegetation data. These interpolated grids can be merged mathematically to
portray any temporal scale of weather in Mississippi. Different spatial interpolation can be
compared for usefulness in interpreting precipitation values.
Common Precipitation Interpolation Methods
Previous studies have investigated the most efficient way to interpolate point
precipitation values for weather stations (Ninyerola, 2000; Wei, 2005). Statistical procedures
such as inverse distance weighting (IDW) and kriging are available in most commercial GIS
packages to perform interpolation between points (Ninyerola, 2000). Wei (2005) compared
precipitation interpolations using kriging and the IDW method.

The two interpolation

techniques of kriging and IDW were considered for this project and are described below.
Kriging
Kriging was originally developed for estimating the varying mineralogy of a given
geologic feature (Krige, 1951). Kriging accounts for values that vary by location and are
unable to be modeled with a single mathematical formula (DeMers, 2005). Kriging methods
involve the interpretation of a semivariogram graph. The vertical graph axis contains the
distance between samples and the horizontal axis contains the square of the standard
deviation between each sample value and its neighbors. A best-fit curve is applied to the
points to estimate spatial correlation and the interdependency of the values. This curve
eventually levels off at the distance where points are no longer correlated by location. All
related points are included in a neighborhood application that encompasses similar areas
(DeMers, 2005).
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Fire management demands efficient products that can be replicated by multiple users for
quick interpretation. Kriging is computationally inefficient and requires significant analyst
effort. Kriging does not retain the original precipitation values used for the interpolation but
assigns new values to the final output. Interpretation of these new values is more difficult for
fire potential decision analysis.
Inverse Distance Weighted Interpolation Method (IDW)
The IDW interpolation measures the distance between points from the perspective of
each point as the starting point. The value at each point is weighted by the square of the
distance so the closest values lend more weight to the calculation of unknown values
(DeMers, 2005) (Figure 3). The number of points included in the weighting calculation is
chosen by the user in a GIS IDW function. IDW creates a continuous grid that represents
general trends in the values. The main advantage of the IDW method versus kriging is that
the calculation maintains the original data value range and computational efficiency.
Existing precipitation values are retained that are suitable for variable ranking in a fire
potential model. The uniform distribution of MPE points provides an excellent point grid for
applying IDW interpolations.
Normalization of Interpolated Climate Data
Quick production in a GIS of daily climactic observations of precipitation is necessary
for creating temporally relevant models. The cumulative nature of a climate variable should
be considered for the fire potential model. Precipitation and evaporation estimates need to be
assessed cumulatively at varying temporal scales.

Sunar (2001) utilized yearly annual
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precipitation values for a cumulative climate variable in a fire model but suggested a finer
temporal resolution as an improvement. Surface raster girds representing interpolations of
daily precipitation can be added together to produce monthly estimates of precipitation.
Comparison of these monthly precipitation grids necessitates a normalization of the data
value ranges.
Standardized Precipitation Index
The Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) was developed to assess the occurrence and
length of droughts in Colorado (McKee et al., 1993). The SPI can be used for any time
period from one to 72 months and can be applied to a number of resource management
applications depending on the time period (Wu, 2001). The SPI uses a probability function
to produce a cumulative distribution. An equiprobability transformation changes the data
value range to a normal distribution with a mean of zero and variance of one (Wu, 2001).
SPI has been found to be more responsive to drought events during shorter periods than
methods such as the Palmer Drought Severity Index (Wu, 2001).

Both methods involve

more intense analysis of data and advanced probability functions.

Less intensive

normalization methods have been shown to be adequate for estimating the water budget at a
yearly and monthly scale (Wu, 2001).
Z-Score Transformations
Z-Score transformations are used in standardizing climactic data as well, particularly
precipitation (Wu, 2001). The SPI and Z-Score transformations have been compared at 1, 3,
6, 9, and 12-month time scales for assessing drought and precipitation events over a 47 year

period (Wu, 2001).
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The Z-Score does not require fitting data to distributions using

probability functions like the SPI (Wu, 2001). Negative values in a Z-Score transformation
indicate areas of drought for that time scale. The Z-Score has been found to be similar to the
SPI for the 1-, 3-, 6-, 9-, and 12-month periods (Wu, 2001). Calculation of the Z-Score
transformation is much simpler than the SPI and can allow for a small amount of missing
data. The Z-score is calculated by dividing the observed minus the expected value by the
standard deviation (Figure 4). In certain situations, the Z-Score is more appropriate for
estimating precipitation and drought for quick estimates than the SPI simply based on the
ease of calculation for quick decisions (Wu, 2001).
Summary of Climate Variable
The urgent need for real-time models during major droughts or fire events is apparent.
As previously mentioned, MPE can record precipitation in areas that were previously
interpolated over a much larger area between weather stations. Precipitation estimates
identify areas with little rainfall but do not accurately portray the water budget for
Mississippi. The subtraction of an evaporation estimate from daily precipitation estimates
provides a cumulative water budget for the area. Evaporation follows a slight gradient from
the coast to inland areas but is generally consistent and can be interpolated successfully
between recording stations (Bell, 2002). Daily evaporation estimates are recorded by only
one weather station in the study area of the Southeastern District and only nine stations in the
state of Mississippi. Previous studies have shown 20 year averages of evaporation follow a
general trend for Mississippi in the summer/fall fire season (Bell 2002). Bell’s historic daily
averages of evaporation can be used in place of actual daily evaporation estimates of
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evaporation. Interpolation of these 20 year evaporation averages can produce a continuous
raster surface grid that can be subtracted from daily precipitation estimates to produce a grid
that estimates the daily water budget for a climate variable in the Southeastern Fire District
fire potential model. This climate variable has an influence on fire potential of fuels in the
study area.
Efficiency of calculations and minimum analyst input make IDW the precipitation
interpolation method of choice for this study.

The addition of evaporation enables

calculation of water budget estimates that can be used to test the usefulness of the climate
variable in several ways. These include cumulative estimates of the [P-E], [HP-E], and DFA
water budgets. The water budget estimation method with the highest estimates of fire
potential at actual forest fire locations was chosen to represent the climate variable.
The climate variable is an important to consider for a fire potential model of the
Southeastern Fire District. Climate has been used in other fire models with success but the
previous fire potential model for Mississippi did not include a climate variable. An estimate
of climate for the district based on MPE data can be compared to traditional precipitation
estimates from weather stations. The validation of a climate variable derived from MPE data
was the primary objective of this research.

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Information derived from data such as roads, precipitation, and evaporation can be treated
as independent variables in a fire potential model. These variables are treated as layers in a
GIS that can be displayed and overlain.

Combinations of variables are created by

normalizing and weighting the GIS layers and adding them together in rank sum model using
“map algebra”. Any final assessment of a fire potential model should include historical fire
occurrence for model validation (Chuvieco et al., 2004). This research used 2003 and 2004
forest fire occurrences for model validation. The primary objective of the research was to
determine the importance of a climate variable in a final fire potential for the Southeastern
Fire District of Mississippi. Several other research objectives were completed to construct
the final model of fire potential.
•

Develop a fuels variable from Landsat ETM

•

Develop an ignition variable from road density as a description of fire potential

•

Develop precipitation estimates from MPE and weather station data

•

Estimate a climate variable from current and average water budgets

•

Combine the fuel, ignition, and climate as GIS layers for a final fire model

.
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CHAPTER IV
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This research was supported by a grant from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA).

The grant was administered through the Mississippi State

University and the GeoResources Institute. The study was designed to demonstrate the
validity of GIS models for creating descriptive fire potential maps in the forests of the
Southeastern Fire District of Mississippi.
Materials
Study Area
The study area includes the Southeastern Fire District that covers 22 counties in
Mississippi (Figure 3). The Southeastern Fire District is predominantly characterized as
Middle Coastal Plain with gentle hill topography, developed drainage, and diverse soils
(Schultz, 1997). The southern portion of the district is defined as Lower Coastal Plain with
well drained forest soils and deep sandy alluvial soils (Schultz, 1997).
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Figure 3
Counties in the Southeastern Fire District of Mississippi and the District’s Location Within
the State of Mississippi
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Vector Data
The GIS vector layers in the model included three line file of roads in Mississippi and
point files of fire locations in 2003 and 2004. The vector data layers were obtained from
2002 U.S. Census roads data. The road layers were merged and used to calculate road
density to represent the independent variable of Ignition in the model. Point locations for fire
occurrences were obtained from the Mississippi State Forestry Commission. The points were
entered as x,y coordinates with an attribute table, projected in a Mississippi Transverse
Mercator (MSTM) projection, and stored as a GIS shape file. Fire locations were essential in
validating the model using zonal functions to extract the estimated values of fire potential at
actual forest fire locations from the GIS layer representing a variable.
Raster Data
Grids were created that represented the independent variables of fuels, ignition, and
climate (Figure 4). The static variable grids of fuel and ignition were based on previous
work done at Mississippi State University (SITL, 2005). The fuel grid was derived from
Landsat TM image mosaics and individual Landsat TM scenes obtained from .the Spatial
Information Technology Laboratory in the Mississippi State University Department of
Forestry (Collins, 2005) (Figure 4). The images were received from the SITL in MSTM
projection. The ignition grid was based on a statewide road density grid for Mississippi
obtained from a previous master’s thesis in the Department of Geosciences at Mississippi
State University (Wallis, 2005) (Figure 4).
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The dynamic climate variable grid consisted of estimates of current precipitation,
evaporation, and historic precipitation “(Figure 4). Current precipitation grids were based on
precipitation values from weather stations and Multi-Sensor Precipitation Estimates (MPE)
from NEXRAD radar. The MPE data was downloaded as shape files from the National
Weather Service. Daily precipitation values collected at weather stations were collected
from the Southern Regional Climate Center. The evaporation grid was derived from a
previous Department of Geosciences of Mississippi State University master’s thesis (Bell,
2002). Bell created daily evaporation averages at weather stations over a 20 year period. The
historic precipitation component was constructed from 20-year monthly averages of
precipitation values collected at weather stations in the Southeastern U.S. The historical
precipitation component of the climate variable was derived from 20 year monthly averages
of precipitation at weather station locations.

A Flowchart Describing the Modeling Process and Construction of Each Variable

Figure 4
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Methods
Quadrat Analysis
The quadrat analysis was the first step determining that the addition of a dynamic climate
variable improved the model’s ability to estimate high fire potential at actual forest fire
locations. A clustered distribution of fires necessitates construction of a model to quantify
the influence of a climate variable on the distribution fire locations. Clustering of fire
location points indicates the influence of a variable on fire location distribution.
A quadrat analysis was performed on fire locations for 2003 and 2004 in the Southeastern
Fire District to determine whether a spatial pattern exists among the fire locations. The
locations of known fire locations were tested for a clustering tendency. A ten-cell equal-area
grid was constructed over the response surface of the Southeastern Fire District to enable
implementation of the quadrat analysis. Each fire location point was overlain on the equal
area grid by the 2003 and 2004 seasons. The mean number of points per cell was calculated.
The number of points per cell was summed and the derivation from the mean number of
points per cell was calculated. This figure was divided by the number of grid cells in the
quadrat analysis minus one to calculate the point variance.
The Variance Mean Ratio (VMR) was calculated for the 2003 and 2004 fire seasons by
dividing the variance by the mean number of points. The values of the VMR represent the
variability in the number of points per cell. A VMR value near zero would indicate a
uniform distribution of fires across the fire district (an unlikely scenario). A VMR less than
0 would characterize a situation where there was a random distribution of fires. A VMR
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greater than 1 characterizes .a clustered distribution of fires in the study area and points to
variables that may influence the distribution of fires.
Data Preparation
The layers that represented the independent variables of fuels, ignition, and climate were
evaluated for model suitability. The static variables of fuel and ignition were chosen as
variables to be included in the model based on available literature (Zhai et al. 2003; Pye et al.
2003; Schultz, 1997). The dynamic climate variable was included to address the temporal
aspects of fire potential. A temporal limit imposed on the study was that MPE data became
available beginning in the summer of 2003.
All files were re-projected to the Mississippi State Transverse Mercator (MSTM)
projection with a 1983 North American Datum (NAD83) and the Geodetic Reference System
of 1980 (GRS 80). The GIS layers that represented the independent variables of fuels,
climate, and ignition were stored as raster grids with a 30-meter resolution. A five-level fire
potential ranking for each variable was used in the modeling process. For all variables the
value of one represents the lowest fire potential and the value of five represents the highest
fire potential. This ranking is consistent with the “rank sum” method where all of the value
ranges of the independent variables are standardized and equally weighted for inclusion into
a linear additive model.
Fuels Variable
Landsat ETM images of Mississippi were classified into thematic maps of land cover
types and approximate forest stand age by the Spatial Information Technologies Laboratory
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(Collins, 2005). The final thematic maps were derived from a composite of Landsat satellite
images and aerial photos that date from 1972. A recode of the thematic classifications was
performed to assign unique integer values for each category of forest age by land cover type.
Age was divided into 7 categories and a unique integer value was assigned to each class
(Table 1). The land cover type variable values were also recoded for unique values within a
range of one to five (Table 2). Additive map algebra of the unique recodes for land cover
type and forest produced unique classes of forest type by age (Table 3). The standardized
fire potential ranking of one to five was applied to the unique values (Table 3) (Figure 5).
The fuels variable was combined with the ignition variable to create a portion of the
experimental full model that included a climate variable and the control model of just fuels
and ignition.
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Table 1
Unique Age Values Assigned to Age Classes Derived From Landsat ETM

Age Classes

Unique
Values

Open Areas

10

Regenerating Areas

20

Non-Origin (>30 years) Forest

30

Zero to Nine years

40

10 to 19 Years

50

20 to 30 Years

60

Greater than 30 Years

70

Table 2
Unique Values Assigned to Land Cover Classes Derived From Landsat ETM
Land Cover Classes

Unique
Values

Open Areas

1

Regenerating Areas

2

Broadleaf Deciduous Forests

3

Mixed Broadleaf
Deciduous/Needle-leaf
Evergreen Forests

4

Needle-leaf Evergreen Forests

5
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Table 3
Unique Values Assigned to a Combination of Species and Age Class

Age (in years)

Unique
Value

Potential
Rank

Water

N/A

2

0

Open Areas

N/A

11

1

Regenerating Areas

N/A

22

2

Non-Origin Broadleaf Deciduous

>30 (unknown)

33

1

Non-Origin Mixed

>30 (unknown)

34

2

Non-Origin Needle-leaf Evergreen

>30 (unknown)

35

3

Broadleaf Deciduous

0 to 9

43

1

Mixed

0 to 9

44

2

Needle-leaf Evergreen

0 to 9

45

3

Broadleaf Deciduous

10 to 19

53

1

Mixed

10 to 19

54

3

Needle-leaf Evergreen

10 to 19

55

5

Broadleaf deciduous

20 to 30

63

1

Mixed

20 to 30

64

2

Needle-leaf Evergreen

20 to 30

65

4

Broadleaf Deciduous

>30

73

1

Mixed

>30

74

2

Needle-leaf Evergreen

>30

75

3

Land Cover
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Figure 5
Final Classification of Fire Potential for the Southeastern Fire District Based on the
Combination of Land Cover Type and Forest Stand Age
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Ignition Variable
To calculate the ignition variable, road density in the Southeastern Fire District was
subset from a statewide continuous raster surface grid of road density. The original road
density grid was created using a kernel density estimate in a GIS with a specified search
radius of 2500 meters. The floating point density grid was resampled from a 60-meter cell
size to a floating point grid with a 29 meter resolution. The cell values were multiplied by
100 and converted to an integer grid to preserve the cell value differences as integer values at
the decimal value prior to reclassification.
50 classes of integer values were selected to represent differences in road density. The 50
classes were displayed in a histogram (Figure 6). Road density histogram values for actual
fire occurrences from the 2000-2002 summer/fall fire seasons guided the choice of class
intervals of road density important for fire potential. The histogram of road density values
for 2000-2002 fire occurrences followed an approximate normal distribution where the
majority of fires occurred (Figure 6).
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Road Density at Fire Locations
Figure 6
Histogram of Road Density Values Based on the Frequency of 2000-2002 Fire Occurrences
in the Southeastern Fire District
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The final ignition layer was created by recoding the calculated road density values to the
standardized model’s range of fire potential (one to five) (Table 5). The values of the
histogram that represented the road density classes with the highest number of fire
occurrences were ranked as the class with highest fire potential (a value of five). These road
density classes were located in the middle peak of the histogram with a value range of 120 to
140 (Figure 7). The tails of the distribution represented areas of very high road density in
cities (>220) and areas with little or no road access (0-40). These tail values were both
ranked as the lowest fire potential based on the Ignition variable (a value of one). Ranges of
values on either side of the peak value classes of the histogram (100-120 and 140-160) were
assigned the second highest fire potential in the ignition variable (a value of four). Density
values 80-100 and 160-180 were classified as the third highest fire potential. Road density
values 180 to 220 of the histogram were ranked as the second lowest fire potential class.
Values above 220 were classified as the lowest fire potential. The final ignition variable was
created as a GIS layer from the recode (Figure 8). Comparison of the variables and
components were used to identify the variables and components best suited for inclusion into
the model.
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Figure 7
Fire Potential Classes (Numbers Above Color-Coded Bars) Assigned to the Relative
Frequency Classes of the Histogram Representing Road Density Values at 2000-2002
Fire Occurrences in the Southeastern Fire District
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Table 4
Fire Potential Rankings Based on the Histogram of 2000-2002 Fire Occurrence by Road
Density Class
Histogram Class Values For Road
Density

Fire Potential Rank

0-40 and >221

1 (Lowest Fire Potential)

41-80 and181-220

2

81-100 and 161-180

3

101-120 and 141-160

4

121-140

5 (Highest Fire Potential)
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Figure 8
Ignition Layer Derived from Road Density Histogram Values
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Climate Variable
The climate variable was derived from precipitation and evaporation estimates. The
precipitation component was derived by calculating MPE and weather station precipitation
values.

These values were interpolated and compared for their ability to describe fire

potential using actual fire locations using a GIS zonal function. 20 year average monthly
precipitation values were interpolated between weather stations to create an average
precipitation estimate for the Southeastern Fire District.
Multi-Sensor Precipitation Estimates (MPE)
The daily MPE data were comprised of a 4 km by 4 km point grid that contained
precipitation estimates at those points over the Southeastern U.S. The 24-hour estimates of
precipitation were downloaded as shapefiles from the National Weather Service (NWS,
2005). The files were decompressed and reprojected to a MSTM projection. The point files
were subset to the five-state region of Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and
Tennessee. An interpolation of these subset points was calculated over the five state region
to negate any skewed edge effects that could occur from an interpolation within only state
borders.
Depending on the amount of precipitation received by Mississippi an IDW interpolation
was performed that interpolated precipitation values using a three or six point IDW search
radius. A larger number of points for the search were not used because of the possibility that
precipitation events outside of the study area would skew the results of the interpolation.
Searching with a smaller number of points did not accurately portray the spatial distribution
of precipitation over larger areas. A six point IDW search radius was used in the IDW
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method on days with precipitation, a three point IDW search radius was used to estimate the
days of little rain. If no rain occurred in the state of Mississippi, a raster grid with a cell
value of zero was created for that day. Daily grids were created for precipitation estimates
and added for monthly estimates of precipitation.
The IDW interpolation process resulted in a GIS raster grid layer containing continuous
estimates of precipitation over the region. The original resolution of the interpolation was
1500 meters. This cell size was chosen to expedite the IDW interpolation process. This
improved the spatial resolution of the MPE point data and efficiently created an IDW grid
over a large geographic area. A raster grid of the same cell size for the state of Mississippi
was created to use as a mask to generate a subset of the state from the regional interpolation.
By assigning a value of one to the cells in the mask, the interpolation grid and the mask was
multiplied together to extract only the estimated values within Mississippi, Louisiana, and the
Southeastern Fire District of Mississippi.

The precipitation estimate grid for the

Southeastern Fire District was then resampled to a 30 meter resolution for inclusion into the
model (Figure 9).
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Figure 9
Interpolation of Cumulative Multi-Sensor Precipitation Estimate (MPE) Values
Over the Southeastern Fire District for July 2003
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Daily Weather Station Precipitation Estimates
Daily weather station values were interpolated to create continuous raster surface grids
that could be compared to the MPE grids on the ability to describe high fire potential. Dr.
Charles Wax, the Mississippi State Climatologist, provided the daily weather station
precipitation data. The data were obtained from the Southeast Regional Climate Data Center
for 100 stations across the Southeastern Fire District. The locations of the weather station
were entered as x, y pair coordinates into a GIS. Weather stations missing more than a week
of data were not included in the interpolation. Missing values for a day were filled with the
average of the two closest weather stations (Wax, 2005). Daily precipitation measurements
were interpolated in a GIS using the IDW method with a three point IDW search radius. The
three point IDW search radius was chosen to minimize the influence of weather stations that
were a large distance outside of the Southeastern Fire District. A larger point search could
influence the interpolation within the boundaries of the district. The interpolations resulted
in daily weather station precipitation grid with a 1500-meter cell size. A mask grid was
created and used to subset the weather station interpolations to the boundaries of the fire
district. The subset portion of the Southeastern Fire District grid was resampled to a 30-meter
resolution (Figure 10). The subset daily weather station precipitation grids were added to
evaluate precipitation on a monthly and seasonal temporal scale for fire potential.
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Figure 10
Interpolation of Cumulative Weather Station Precipitation Values
Over the Southeastern Fire District for July 2003
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Comparison of MPE and Weather Station Estimates
Continuous surface raster grids of precipitation estimates derived from weather station
data were compared with precipitation estimates from MPE data. For each day, MPE and
weather station data were interpolated to a continuous raster surface grid. All days in a
month were added for a summary of the district’s cumulative monthly precipitation. To
compare monthly cumulative precipitation between different months the MPE and weather
station grids data value ranges were normalized using a z-score transformation. The z-score
calculation transformed the precipitation value ranges into a normal distribution. Each MPE
and weather station grid normalized value range was standardized using the fire potential
model’s five level scale using Jenk’s Natural Breaks.
The standardized fire potential values for the MPE and weather station surface grids were
extracted from the surface grids using a zonal function in a GIS. The variable’s estimated
fire potential values at known fire locations were calculated and averaged for a mean fire
potential value. The mean fire potential estimates were calculated from the zonal function for
MPE and weather station surface grids were compared in bar graphs at monthly and seasonal
temporal scales.
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Historic Precipitation Estimates
Continuous surface grids were created to represent the monthly averages of precipitation
in the Southeastern Fire District. 20-year historic monthly averages were obtained from the
NWS for 100 stations throughout Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Tennessee
(SRCC, 2006). These values were interpolated across the region using a three point IDW
search radius. The grids were interpolated to a 1500-meter resolution. The interpolations
were subset using a mask to the Southeastern Fire District and the state of Mississippi. The
subsetted interpolations for the Southeastern Fire District were resampled to a 30-meter
resolution (Figure 11). These grids were combined with the daily evaporation grids for the
Southeastern U.S. to determine an average 20-year water budget for the study area.
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Figure 11
Interpolation of 20-Year Monthly Average Precipitation Values
Over the Southeastern Fire District for July 2003
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Evaporation
Evaporation was a separate component from precipitation in the climate variable. 20year daily average evaporation estimates were obtained from previous research in the
Mississippi State Geosciences Department (Bell, 2004). Stations over a nine-state region of
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Texas, and
Tennessee were corrected by Bell to create an accurate documentation of the prevailing
evaporation in the Southeast U.S. (2004). The values were interpolated using the three-point
IDW search radius. This three-point search radius was consistent with the weather station
interpolations and did not force the interpolation to take place over large distances between
weather stations.
The interpolation was performed in a GIS between 51 stations over a subset seven-state
region of Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Tennessee. The
interpolation produced grids with a 1500-meter resolution. The grids were subset to the
Southeastern Fire District using a grid mask.

The subset fire district boundaries were

resampled to a 29-meter resolution (Figure 12). The resulting grids were created for the
Southeastern Fire District to estimate the average daily evaporation gradient from the Gulf
Coast to the northern counties in the fire district.
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Figure 12
Interpolation of Monthly Cumulative 20-Year Average Evaporation Values
Over the Southeastern Fire District for July 2003
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Water Budgets
An accurate estimate of the water budget is important for modeling the spatial
distribution of fire-prone areas in the Southeastern Fire District. While evaporation values
are generally small when compared to precipitation value ranges, the cumulative effect of
many consecutive days of evaporation in the absence of precipitation can dramatically
decrease the available water in the ecosystem.

This water shortage in turn can affect

vegetative moisture content and elevate fire potential. Three types of water budgets were
created for this research. A current water budget consisted of subtracting average daily
evaporation grids from daily precipitation grids ([P-E]). An average water budget grid was
created by subtracting average monthly evaporation from historic monthly averages of
precipitation. Finally, a departure from average grid (DFA) was created by subtracting the
average water budget from [P-E].
Current Water Budget: Precipitation Minus Evaporation [P-E]
[P-E] was used to estimate the current water budget for the summer/fall fire season in the
Southeastern Fire District. The average daily evaporation grids were subtracted from the
MPE precipitation grids to create a daily water budget estimate grid [P-E] in the fire district
(Figure 15). Each day’s [P-E] grid was added to the next day for a cumulative monthly
estimate of [P-E] (Figure 15). The five monthly grids received an equal weight of 0.2 and
were added in map algebra for a seasonal [P-E] estimate for the summer/fall fire seasons of
2003 and 2004. The monthly [P-E] grid value ranges were normalized using a z-score
transformation. The normal distribution value range of the [P-E] grids was standardized to
the fire models’ five level fire potential scale.

Areas with accumulating days of low
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precipitation and drought were identified at a monthly and seasonal scale. A zonal function
implemented in a GIS was used to extract the fire potential ranking at actual forest fire
locations.
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Figure 13
Current Water Budget [P-E] Values Over the
Southeastern Fire District for July 2003
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Historic Water Budget: Historic Precipitation Minus Evaporation [HP-E]
The historic water budget was created to estimate the fire district’s average monthly
water budget [HP-E]. The historical average evaporation grids were subtracted from the
historic monthly average precipitation grids. The historic precipitation and evaporation grids
were not normalized for this calculation to preserve the actual water budget values. The
resulting grids estimated the average monthly water budgets for Mississippi over a 20-year
period (Figure 16). The [HP-E] grids were the baseline data for comparing the average water
budget to the [P-E] grids. A combination of the two grids identified the areas in the
Southeastern Fire District that showed or indicated a water budget deficit (Figure 16). Any
location in the fire district with a [P-E] value below the average [HP-E] value was considered
to be at a level of high fire potential. Areas in the district with a negative monthly [P-E]
value as well as a value below the average [HP-E] value were considered to have a severe
fire potential rank.
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Figure 14
20-Year Monthly Average Water Budget [HP-E] Values
Over the Southeastern Fire District for July 2003
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Departure From the Average Water Budget (DFA)
The evaporation grids were subtracted from the MPE grids to model the actual water
budget for the 2003 and 2004 summer/fall fire seasons (P-E). Any areas with a current water
budget deficit become apparent. [HP-E] grids represented the average water budget for the
Southeastern Fire District. [P-E] grids and [HP-E] were not normalized for the calculation of
a grid that estimated the current water budget’s departure from the 20-year average water
budget (DFA).

The original values of the [P-E] and [HP-E] grids were preserved to

accurately estimate the differences between the two water budgets.
Subtracting [HP-E] grids from [P-E] grids in a mathematical operation created a new grid
that modeled the current water budget’s departure from the historical average water budget
by month. The output grid depicted the areas in the 2003 and 2004 summer/fall season that
were above or below the 20 year average value in the water budget for that area (Figure 17).
DFA grids delineate how severe the fire potential could be for an area compared to the
average water budget. The departure from the average water budget grids (DFA) data value
ranges were normalized using a z-score transformation.

The transformed normal

distributions were standardized with the fire potential models’ five level ranking. Note the
reversal in the color scheme where red now signifies the areas in a negative deficit when
compared to the average water budget. A zonal function implemented in a GIS was used to
extract fire potential ranking at actual forest fire locations to calculate the monthly mean fire
potential value of DFA. The mean fire potential at fire locations for each variable was
compared.
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Figure 15
Departure From Average (DFA) Water Budget Values
Over the Southeastern Fire District for July 2003
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Variable Validation
The variables were examined for the 2003 and 2004 fire season to determine the success
of the descriptions of fire potential for the study’s time period. The variables that represented
fuels, ignition, and climate were validated using 2003 and 2004 summer/fall forest fire events
in the Southeastern Fire District of Mississippi. The source data were a mix of categorical
and ratio data types.
The static variable of fuel was ranked on an ordinal scale for fire potential based on forest
type and age. The static variable of ignition was a ratio data type classified to an ordinal fire
potential ranking of one to five. The dynamic variable of climate summarized ratio data
ranges of a water budget to a monthly temporal scale. The range of water budget values for
each month was normalized using a z-score transformation. Each independent variable was
standardized to the five level fire potential ranking. 2003 and 2004 summer/fall season fires
were used in a zonal function to estimate the fire potential of a variable.
Zonal functions are used in GIS to observe the attributes or values of a point or area. The
zonal function enables the calculation of descriptive statistics such as the mean, mode, range,
and standard deviation of cells at specific point, line, or polygon locations. For this study,
fire locations were entered as points in a GIS and used in a zonal function to extract the
variable’s estimated fire potential value. The extracted values at fire locations were averaged
by month in the 2003/2004 summer/fall fire season. This mean value of fire potential
represented the ability of a layer to correctly assign high fire potential to areas where fires
actually occurred. Comparing the monthly and seasonal mean values for fire potential
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determined the success of a variable in correctly describing areas of high fire potential by
month and season.
The research objective of developing a useful estimator of precipitation was met by
comparing MPE and weather station estimates of fire potential that were extracted using a
zonal function. The seasonal and monthly averages of fire potential for each layer were
compared. The estimated fire potential of the layers was compared by month in a bar graph
(Figures 22 and 23). The best estimator of fire potential based solely on precipitation
estimates standardized for fire potential was chosen.
The two estimates of water budgets ([P-E] and DFA) were compared to meet the research
objective of creating a climate variable from current water and average water budgets. The
seasonal and monthly averages of fire potential for each layer representing a water budget
were calculated and compared (Figures 20 and 21). The water budget grid with the highest
estimate of fire potential was chosen to represent the climate variable.
The final and primary objective of the research was to determine the importance of the
climate variable in a full model that included fuels, ignition, and climate. The seasonal and
monthly averages of fire potential for the full model were compared to a model that included
just fuels and ignition. An increase in seasonal and monthly fire potential when climate was
included into the model would validate the use of climate in a fire potential model for the
study area.

CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter focuses on the ability of the variables to describe fire potential in the
Southeastern Fire District.

General trends of 2003 and 2004 fires in Mississippi are

examined. The results of the quadrat analysis are discussed. Each research objectives is
revisited and examined for effectiveness. Variables were compared by monthly and seasonal
estimates of fire potential. Fire potential is defined for this research as the seasonal or
monthly mean of the values extracted using a zonal GIS function from the layers representing
each variable. Any fire potential value above 3.0 in the model’s standardized five-scale
ranking was considered as high fire potential. The best estimate of fire potential is chosen
among the variables for a descriptive fire potential model.
Fire Trends in Mississippi
Over the fifteen-year period from 1989 to 2004, the years of 2003 and 2004 rank as some
of the lowest years for fire frequency (Figure 24). 2003 was the second lowest year for fire
frequency in all of Mississippi with 2035 total fires. Only 1989 had fewer fires with 2015.
2004 was the fourth lowest total for fire frequency during the fifteen year time period. Over
the last fifteen years, fires are historically most widespread during March in Mississippi
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(Figure 2). The fewest number of fires usually occurs in June. The greatest number of fires
usually occur in October, followed by September, November, August, and July.
The majority of fires in 2003 and 2004 occurred during the first fire season of February to
April. The 2003 summer/fall season began with a fewer number of fires than 2004 for the
months of July, August, and September. The highest number of fires by month for 2003
occurred in November. A general increasing linear trend can be seen in the 2003 forest fires
from September until November. During the summer/fall fire season of 2004 the number of
fires peaked in September and steadily declined until November.
In the 2004 summer/fall fire season the fire frequency is similar to the expected fire
frequency on a monthly basis (Figure 2). 2003 can be viewed as an anomalous previous fire
season for two reasons. First, the unusually low number of fires for the yearly total is evident
(Figure 25). Second, the increasing trend in monthly fire frequency for the second fire
season from September through November is not the usual pattern of fires seen in the state or
the Southeastern Fire District. A question of interest is whether the pattern of fire locations
are randomly distributed or clustered.
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Figure 16
Forest Fire Occurrences by Month in the Southeastern Fire District
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Quadrat Analysis
The Southeastern Fire District was divided into a grid of ten equal-area cells for a quadrat
analysis. The mean number of points per cell and the variance of the points were calculated.
A large amount of variability in the number of points per cell implies a clustering of fire
locations. A clustering of fire locations for the district for the 2003 or 2004 summer/fall fire
seasons indicates that fire occurrences are distributed in a pattern. A pattern is a result of
some non-random process that could be potentially modeled in a GIS. If a VMR value was
greater than one, it was assumed that the fire locations are clustered. The quadrat analysis
applied to the 2003 and 2004 fires resulted in VMR values of 1.72 and 2.6 respectively
(Table 6). A quadrat analysis of the total 2004 fires resulted in a calculated value of 2.6
(Table 6). Both years exhibit a tendency towards clustering across the study area with 2004
fires exhibiting a greater tendency towards clustering than 2003 fires. The variables of fuels,
ignition, and climate were compared to investigate the influence on the clustered fire
locations. A model including the static variables of fuels and ignition was compared with the
full model of climate, fuels, and ignition to investigate the influence of the climate variable
on the clustered pattern of fire locations.
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Table 5
Mean, Variance, and VMR Values From the Calculation of the Quadrat Analysis for the
2003 and 2004 Fire Seasons

Fire Season

x

s2

VMR

2003

33.709

58.0555

1.72

2004

42.41

110.267

2.6
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Fuels
The fuels variable was the least important independent variable for estimating fire
potential.

The seasonal and monthly fire potential values at forest fire locations were

extracted using a GIS zonal function. The values were averaged for each month of the 2003
and 2004 summer/fall fire seasons. July 2003 had the lowest monthly estimate of fire
potential with a value of 2.0. August 2003 was the only month with a fire potential value
above 3.0 (3.5). The remaining months fell between a range of 2.08 and 2.66.
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Figure 17
Monthly Mean Fire Potential Estimates of the Fuels Variable
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Ignition
Overall, the ignition variable was important in estimating fire potential for actual fire
occurrences. The ignition and MPE variables were equal estimators of fire potential for the
second highest estimate of fire potential for 2003 (3.56). The ignition variable was the third
best estimate for fire potential for the 2004 season (3.68). At the monthly temporal scale,
ignition was the best estimate of fire potential for September 2003 (4.0). For the months in
the 2004 summer/fall fire season, the ignition variable was the highest estimate of fire
potential for August (3.63). For every month of the 2003 and 2004 seasons, ignition was
among the top three estimators of fire potential when compared to the static variable of fuels
and the components of the climate variable (MPE, Weather Stations, [P-E], DFA).
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Figure 18
Monthly Mean Fire Potential Estimates of the Ignition Variable
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Climate
Comparison of MPE and Weather Station Grids
Seasonal and monthly grids that estimated fire potential based solely on precipitation
estimates derived from MPE versus weather station data were compared. The monthly fire
potential estimates at actual forest fire locations were extracted using a zonal function for
each variable. For each summer/fall fire season, the MPE-based estimates of fire potential
were higher than the weather station estimates. For monthly estimates of fire potential,
October was the only month in 2003 where the weather station estimates of fire potential
were higher then the MPE estimates. August was the only month in 2004 when weather
station estimates were higher than the MPE data. For the month with the most fires in 2003
(November), MPE data was a slightly better estimate of fire potential than weather station
data. MPE was a better estimate of fire potential for September 2004 which had the highest
amount of fires by month for the season. MPE data was selected to represent precipitation in
creating a water budget for the Southeastern Fire District.
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Figure 19
Comparison of the 2003 Monthly Mean Fire Potential Estimates of the
MPE and Weather Station Layers
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Figure 20
Comparison of the 2004 Monthly Mean Fire Potential Estimates of the
MPE and Weather Station Layers
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Discussion of the Historic Precipitation and Evaporation Grids [HP-E]
20 year historic average monthly estimates of evaporation and precipitation were created
by interpolating values between weather stations.

The Historic Evaporation grid was

subtracted from the Historic Precipitation grid to create an average historic monthly water
budget [HP-E] for the Southeastern Fire District. The [HP-E] grids were not evaluated for a
mean fire potential at actual fire locations because the grids did not actually describe the
conditions at the time fires occurred.
Comparison of [P-E] and Departure From Average (DFA) Grids
The monthly summarizations of the 20-year average evaporation grids were subtracted
from the monthly cumulative MPE grids to create an estimated current water budget for the
fire district [P-E]. The grids represented [P-E] for the months in the summer/fall fire seasons
of 2003 and 2004. Subtracting the historical average water budget [HP-E] from [P-E]
created the Departure From Average (DFA). These DFA grids represented how far the
current water budget was above or below the average water budget. [P-E] and DFA were
compared for both seasonal and monthly fire potential estimates. The best estimator of fire
potential was chosen from the two estimation methods to represent the climate variable in the
final full model.
The estimated water budgets were compared by calculating the seasonal and monthly
fire potential estimates for the P-E and the DFA grids. The DFA grids were the best
estimator of fire potential among all variables for the 2003 and 2004 seasons. DFA fire
potential estimates reached values of 4.5 in July and August of 2003 and 4.6 in July 2004.
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[P-E] was the best estimate of fire potential only once for the month of September 2004 when
compared with the DFA monthly estimates.
The key months for comparison are September 2004 and November 2003. The highest
number of forest fires for each respective year occurred during these months. In November
2003, the DFA grids were a better estimator of fire potential with a fire potential value of
3.48 compared to the [P-E] fire potential value of 2.98. In September 2004, [P-E] was a
better estimator of fire potential (3.77) than DFA (3.67). In every other month of the 2003
and 2004 summer/fall fire seasons, DFA was a better estimator of fire potential than [P-E].
The DFA layer was chosen to represent the climate variable in the final model.
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Figure 21
Comparison of the 2003 Monthly Mean Fire Potential of Precipitation Minus Evaporation
[P-E] and the Departure From Average (DFA) Layers
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Figure 22
Comparison of the 2004 Monthly Mean Fire Potential of Precipitation Minus Evaporation
[P-E] and the Departure From Average (DFA) Layers
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Comparison of the Fuels + Ignition and DFA + Fuels + Ignition Models
The model variables of fuels, ignition, and climate were combined in a “rank sum” model
(Figures 23 and 24). The full model of DFA, Fuels, and Ignition (DFA +F + I) and the
model including just Fuels and Ignition (F + I) were compared to investigate the influence of
the climate variable.

Zonal functions were used to extract each model’s fire potential

estimates at actual forest fire locations to evaluate which model predicted the highest mean
fire potential estimate.
The full model of DFA + Fuels + Ignition provided a consistently higher estimate of fire
potential at known fire locations than the Fuels + Ignition model (Figures 25 and 26). At the
seasonal temporal period, the model that included the DFA layers as the climate variable had
a higher estimate of fire potential for both the 2003 and 2004 summer/fall fire seasons. For
months in the 2003 season, the DFA + F + I model’s estimates of fire potential were higher
than the Fuels + Ignition model except in September (Figure 25). More importantly, the
DFA + F + I model’s fire potential estimates were higher than the F+I model in November
when the highest amount of fires occurred for the summer/fall fire season of 2003. In 2004,
the [P-E] + F + I model was a better estimate of fire potential for every month except August
(Figure 26). The full model that included DFA was a better estimator of fire potential than
the F + I model in September when the most fires occurred in the 2004 season. These results
indicate climate has an impact on the model’s ability to describe fire potential for the 2003
and 2004 summer/fall fire seasons.
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Figure 23
2003 Forest Fire Occurrences Overlain on the 2003 Summer/Fall Fire Seasonal Full
Model Including the Climate Variable of Departure From Average
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Figure 24
2004 Forest Fire Occurrences Overlain on the 2004 Summer/Fall Fire Seasonal Full
Model Including the Climate Variable of Departure From Average
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Figure 25
Comparison of the 2003 Monthly Mean Fire Potential of Full Model Including the DFA
Climate Variable and the Fuels + Ignition Model
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Figure 26
Comparison of the 2003 Monthly Mean Fire Potential of Full Model Including the DFA
Climate Variable and the Fuels + Ignition Model

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The main objective of this study was to validate the use of a climate variable in a
descriptive fire model for the Southeastern Fire District. The variables of climate, fuel, and
ignition were included as model variables. The climate variable was calculated as a dynamic
cumulative variable. The fuel and ignition variables were treated as static variables for the
study period of 2003 and 2004.
The fuels variable was the poorest estimator of forest fire potential. The value of low
forest fire potential assigned to open spaces affected the mean forest fire potential estimates.
Many fires in Mississippi do occur along roads and highways. The complex interaction of
the fuels and ignition variables could be improved in future research. The fuels variable
could be modified to represent the increase in the potential of grassy open areas and needleleaf evergreen savannas that are prone to fires. This could be accomplished through reranking the fuels variable classes to represent grassland as high potential. These areas are
also commonly the site of accidental human caused fires which further illustrates the
interaction between fuel and ignition potential.
The objective of creating the ignition variable was to quantify the urban/wildland
interface’s effect on fire potential. Fires from the 2000-2002 fire seasons occurred within a
distinct range of road density values. Classification of these values as high fire potential
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was consistent with fire occurrences in 2003 and 2004. The ignition variable proved to be a
good estimator of fire potential. In 2003 the ignition variable was the second best estimator
of fire potential and was as equally important as the [P-E] layer for estimating fire potential.
Ignition was the third best estimator of fire potential for the 2004 summer/fall fire season.
These findings concur with the Zhai study that determined road density to be significant in
Mississippi for determining fire probability (2003). The importance of road density was
demonstrated by the success of the ignition variable in describing fire potential in months
where climate was not a driving force and a positive water budget was estimated for the fire
district.
The climate variable consisted of three components, precipitation, evaporation, and
historic precipitation. Multi-Sensor Precipitation Estimates (MPE) values derived from Next
Generation Radar (NEXRAD) and weather station precipitation values were interpolated to
raster grids and compared for inclusion as the precipitation component of the climate
variable. The Departure From Average (DFA) and [P-E] methods of estimating the climate
variable precipitation were also compared. Finally, the addition of a climate variable was
tested for the ability to determine forest fire potential in the Southeastern Fire District. The
addition of climate into the model was justified based on the fact that overall, the two
variables of climate ([P-E] and DFA) were the best predictors of monthly fire potential at
actual fire locations.
The interpolated MPE values were a better estimator of fire potential than weather station
precipitation interpolations. The spatial bias of weather stations affects the interpolation
results by generalizing precipitation events across the district. MPE data characterizes local
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precipitation events better and clearly delineates areas where little or no precipitation
occurred at a daily scale. The use of daily precipitation estimates derived from MPE data
improved upon the traditional GIS method of interpolating precipitation values between
weather stations. MPE was chosen as the precipitation component to calculate a water
budget for the fire district.
Two methods of calculating a water budget were compared. The [P-E] method was a
simple cumulative measure of the average evaporation subtracted from daily precipitation
estimates. DFA was calculated by calculating a historical average water budget from 20
years of precipitation and evaporation data and subtracting this average from the

[P-E]

layer. The historic water budget was a baseline data set for characterizing the magnitude of
deviation the current water budget had from the average water budget. DFA was a better
estimator of fire potential for both seasons and all but one month in these seasons.
The full model that included [P-E] as a climate variable provided a better estimate of
mean forest fire potential that a model including just Fuels + Ignition. The research objective
of demonstrating the importance of a climate variable in a fire potential model was met. The
full model that included the climate variable was a better overall estimator of fire potential
than the model that only included the static variables of fuels and ignition for the 2003 and
2004 summer/fall fire seasons. The addition of a climate variable that considers precipitation
and evaporation at a seasonal and monthly scale improved the 2003 and 2004 descriptive
models of fire potential. The ability of the full model to accurately describe areas of high fire
potential could be improved by refining the evaporation component of the climate variable.
Evaporation was calculated from daily averages of the past 20 years. These historic daily
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averages do not accurately reflect the conditions at the time of the model but represent the
expected evaporation for a given day in the fire season.

Accurate daily estimates of

evaporation would improve the current water budget estimate [P-E] and improve any
comparison made with the historic water budget estimate [HP-E]
The success of the final full model can be judged qualitatively by five criteria for a
successful model (Rogers, 2003). Rogers determined that the general public judges new
innovations by:
•

Relative advantage- How much better is the model than previous models?

•

Compatibility- How consistent is the model with the needs of users?

•

Complexity- How difficult is the model to understand and use?

•

Trialability- How easily can the model be experimented with?

•

Observability- How visible are the advantages for potential users?

The final descriptive model of DFA] + Ignition + Fuel met these five criteria. The
addition of a climate variable into the fire potential model is an improvement on previous
models created specifically for Mississippi. Western fire models are based almost entirely on
climate and do not consider an ignition variable. The full fire potential model improves the
climate variable further by using interpolated MPE data to estimate precipitation amounts.
MPE data is an improvement over the traditional method of interpolating precipitation values
between weather stations. The model is compatible with user needs because all of the data
are easily obtainable. The MPE data used to create the dynamic climate variable can be
obtained daily online and the methods used to create the climate variable. The model (and
especially the climate variable) is not as complex to construct as the current national fire
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danger model. In addition, the new model focuses entirely on the Southeastern Fire District
of Mississippi which is historically the most fire prone part of the state. The model can be
experimented with by refining the static variables of fuels and ignition. Evaporation can also
be experimented with and improved for a more accurate climate variable. Finally, the
addition of the climate variable in the model demonstrated an increase in fire potential
estimate comparisons at the seasonal and monthly time periods. Government agencies in
Mississippi may find several advantages in the fire potential model. The model can be
created for different temporal scales and provide current information for district fire
managers. Real-time descriptions of fire potential could lead to efficient allocations of
personnel and resources. Finally, the final model represents a baseline data set for future
studies and improvements for a near real-time descriptive fire potential model of Mississippi.
Future interactions with the Mississippi State Forestry Commission could result in providing
the agencies with a product that meets their specific demands and needs to control severe
wildfires in the state of Mississippi.
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